Reviewing your feedback in Turnitin

**Step 1** On the Moodle home page click on the link to the Turnitin Assignment.

**Step 2** Select the My Submission tab and click on the Grademark icon 📝 as below.

You will be taken to your submission from where you can access any comments and feedback that has been provided as shown below.

1. Place the mouse cursor over any of the blue comments that have been added to your work to see the full text feedback.

2. Any overall feedback in text format will be shown in this area.

3. Click on the 🎧 icon to listen to any voice comments that have been left for you.

4. Click on the 📃 icon and then select each individual page to expand out a full list of Comments for each page in the feedback panel.

5. Click on the 📊 icon to view a breakdown of attainment in the assessment rubric for the assignment. (See **)  

**Note:** The rubric can be viewed in full by clicking on the “View full size rubric in a new window” link at the bottom of the rubric panel.
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